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Lateral surface area of a hexagonal prism

Prisma is a solid object closed by two parallel flat polygonal bases and a lateral prismatic surface. The hexagonal prism is a special case of general prism, which can have any arbitrary polygonal basis. With a hexagonal base, the number of faces, edges and knots (NF, NE, NV respectively) is given by formulas:The volume of a prism is
given by the formula:where the surface of the base and h the height of the prism. For the usual hexagon, the base surface is given by:if the length of an edge of the base hexagon. The surface of a side side of the prism is equal to:Since there are 6 side faces and two bases, the total surface of the hexagonal prism is: Updated April 24,
2017 By Chang Lin A hexagonal prism contains six rectangular sides in two-dimensional shape and two two-dimensional sides in hexagonal shape that make up the surface. Although each hexagonal prism has its own dimensions and dimensions, the mathematical calculation to find the surface remains the same. Knowing the length and
width of the sides in rectangular shape and the length of the corner of one of the sides in the shape of a hexagon, you can find the area measured in square units. Find the length and width of one of the rectangular sides of the hexagonal prism. Multiply the length and width of the rectangular sides of the hexagonal prism to get the surface
of one of the rectangular sides. For example, if the length of the rectangular side was 10 inches and the width was 5 inches, the area of one of the rectangular sides would be 50 square centimeters (10 x 5 = 50). Multiply the surface of a rectangular side by 6 to obtain the total area for all rectangular sides on the hexagonal prism. For
example, if the area of a rectangular side is 50 square centimeters, the total area of all rectangular sides would be 400 square centimeters (50 x 6 = 300). Find the length of one of the corners of the sides in the shape of a hexagon. Since the hexagonal part has six equal corners, you can take the measurement of any of the six corners.
Connect the length of one of the corners of the sides in the shape of a hexagon in the equation: (3√3/2 )r^2. For example, if the length of one of the corners is 5 inches, the surface of one of the hexagon-shaped sides would be about 92 square centimeters. (3√3/2 ) (5)^2 = 92 square inches. Multiply the surface of the hexagonal part by
two, as there are two hexagon-shaped sides on a hexagonal prism. For example, if the area of one of these sides was 92 square centimeters, the total area of the two hexagon-shaped sides would be 184 square centimeters. Add together the product you found in Step 3 and Step 6 to find the total area for the hexagonal prism. For
example, if the total area of the eight rectangular was 300 square centimeters and the total area for the two hexagon-shaped sides 184 square cm, the total area for the hexagonal prism would be 484 square cm (300 + 184 = 484). About author Chang Lin has been written professionally since 2010. He wrote screenplays for the National
Science Foundation and short films that won awards at film festivals. Lin holds a Bachelor of Arts in scriptwriting from the University of North Texas. To continue to enjoy our website, please confirm your identity as a man. Thank you very much for your cooperation. Given a base edge and the height of the hexagonal prism, the task is to
find the surface and volume of the hexagonal prism. In mathematics, a hexagonal prism is a solid three-dimensional shape, which has 8 faces, 18 edges and 12 knots. The two sides at both ends are hexagonal, and the rest of the faces of the hexagonal prism are rectangular. where a is the base length and h is the height of the hexagonal
prism. Area = Volume = Examples: Entry : a = 4, h = 3 Output : Area: 155.138443 Volume: 124.707657 Entry : a = 5, h = 10 Output : Area: 429.904 Volume: 649.519 #include &lt;bits tdc++.h=&gt;using std namespace; void findSurfaceArea(float a, float h) { float Area; Area = 6 * a * h + 3 * sqrt (3) * a * a; &lt; surface= area:= =&gt; &lt;
area;= cost=&gt; &lt;;= }= void= findvolume(float= a,= float= h)= {= float= volumes;= volumes=3 *= sqrt(3)= *= a= *= *= h= 2;= cost=&gt; &lt; volumes:= =&gt; cost &lt; Volume; } int main() { float a = 5, h = 10; findSurfaceArea(a, h); findVolume(a, h); return 0; } import java.io.*; class GFG { static void findSurfaceArea(float a, float h) { float
Area; Area = 6 * a * h + 3 * (float)(Math.sqrt(3)) * a * a; System.out.println(Surface Area: + Area); } static void findVolume(float a, float h) { float Volume; Volume = 3 * (float)(Math.sqrt(3)) * a * a * h / 2; System.out.println(Volume: + Volume); } public static veil main (String[] args) { float a = 5, h = 10; findSurfaceArea(a, h); findVolume(a, h); }
} import math def findSurfaceArea(a, h): Area = 0; Area = (6 * a * h + 3 * math.sqrt(3) * a * a); print(Surface Area:, round(Area, 3)); def findVolume(a, h): Volume = 0; Volume = (3 * math.sqrt(3) * a * a * h/ 2); print(Volume:, round(Volume, 3)); a = 5; h = 10; findSurfaceArea(a, h); findVolume(a, h); using System; class GFG { static void
findSurfaceArea(float a, float h) { volumes;= }= int= main()= {= float= a=5, h=10; findsurface(a,= h);= findvolume(a,= h);= return= 0;= }= import= java.io.*;= class= gfg= {= static= void= findsurface(float= a,= float= h)= {= float= area;= area=6 *= a= *= h= += 3= *= (float)(math.sqrt(3))= *= a= a;= system.out.println(surface= area:= = += area); =
}= static= void= findvolume(float= a,= float= h)= {= float= volumes;= volume=3 *= (float)(math.sqrt(3))= *= a= *= a= *= h= 2;= system.out.println(volumes:= += volumes);= }= public= static= void= main= args)= {= float= a=5, h=10; findsurfacearea(a,= h);= findvolume(a,= h);= }= }= import= math= def= findsurfacearea(a,= h):= area=0; area=(6
*= a= *= h= + = 3= *= math.sqrt(3)= *= a= *= a);= print(surface= area:, = round(area,= 3));= def= findvolume(a,= h):= volume=0; volume=(3 *= math.sqrt(3)= * = a= *= a= *= h= 2);= print(volume:, = round(volume,= 3));= a=5; h=10; findsurfacearea(a,= h);= findvolume(a,= h);= using= system;= class= gfg = {= static= void=
findsurfacearea(float= a, = float= h)= {=&gt;&lt;/ Volume; } int main() { float a = 5, h = 10; findSurfaceArea(a, h); findVolume(a, h); return 0; } import java.io.*; class GFG { static void findSurfaceArea(float a, float h) { float Area; Area = 6 * a * h + 3 * (float)(Math.sqrt(3)) * a * a; System.out.println(Surface Area: + Area); } static void
findVolume(float a, float h) { float Volume; Volume = 3 * (float)(Math.sqrt(3)) * a * a * h / 2; System.out.println(Volume: + Volume); } public static void main (String[] args) { float a = 5, h = 10; findSurfaceArea(a, h); findVolume(a, h); } } import math def findSurfaceArea(a, h): Area = 0; Area = (6 * a * h + 3 * math.sqrt(3) * a * a); print(Surface
Area:, round(Area, 3)); def findVolume(a, h): Volume = 0; Volume = (3 * math.sqrt(3) * a * a * h / 2); print(Volume:, round(Volume, 3)); a = 5; h = 10; findSurfaceArea(a, h); findVolume(a, h); using System; class GFG { static void findSurfaceArea(float a, float h) { &gt; &lt;/bits&gt; &lt;/bits&gt; Area;         Zone = 6 * a * h + 3 * (float)
(Math.Sqrt(3)) * a * a;         Console.WriteLine(Surface: + Surface);     } static vacuum findVolume(float a, float h) { float Volume;         Volume = 3 * (float)(Math.Sqrt(3)) * a * a * h / 2;         Console.WriteLine(Volume: + Volume);     } static public empty Main () { float a = 5, h = 10;         findSurfaceArea(a, h);         findVolume(a, h);     } } &lt;?
php function findSurfaceArea($a, $h) { $Area;     $Area = 6 * $a * $h + 3 * sqrt (3) * $a * $a;     echo Surface: , $Area,; } findVolume function($a, $h) { $Volume;     $Volume = 3 * sqrt(3) * $a * $a * $h/2;     echo Volume: , $Volume; } $a = 5; $h = 10; findSurfaceArea($a, $h); findVolume($a, $h); ?&gt; Exit: Area: 429.904 Volume: 649.519
Attention Reader! Don't stop learning now. Take it of all the important DSA concepts with DSA Self Paced Course at a friendly student price and become the industry ready. Recommended posts: If you like GeeksforGeeks and would like to contribute, you can also write an article using contribute.geeksforgeeks.org or mail your article to
contribute@geeksforgeeks.org. See your article appearing on the GeeksforGeeks homepage and help other Geeks.Please Improve this article if you find something incorrect by clicking on the Improve Article button below. Improved by: vt_m, Mithun Kumar Kumar
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